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THE MORAVA K-THEORIES OF EILENBERG-MACLANE
SPACES AND THE CONNER-FLOYD CONJECTURE

By DOUGLAS C.

RAVENEL AND W. STEPHEN WILSON

Introduction. Of the manygeneralizedhomologytheoriesavailable,
very few are computablein practiceexcept for the simplest of spaces.
Standardhomologyand K-theoryare the only ones which can be considered somewhat accessible. In recent years, complex cobordism, or
equivalently,Brown-Petersonhomology, has become a useful tool for
algebraictopology. The high state of this developmentis particularly
apparent with regard to BP stable operations, which are understood
well enough to have many applicationsto stable homotopy;see for example [16]. Despite this achievement,it is still virtuallyimpossibleto
computethe Brown-Petersonhomologyof any but the nicest of spaces;
for example:some simple classifyingspaces, spaces with no torsionand
spaceswith few cells.
As a replacementfor Brown-Petersonhomologyin this respect, we
presentthe closelyrelatedgeneralizedhomologiesknownas the Morava
K-theories. These are a sequence of homology theories, K(n) *(-),
n > 0, for each primep. The n = 1 case is essentiallystandardmod p
complexK-theory.These theoriesare periodicof period2(pn - 1) and
fit together to give Morava'sbeautiful structuretheorem for complex
cobordism; see [11]. Because of their close relationshipto complex
bordism, informationabout them will sometimes suffice for bordism,
and thus geometric, problems. This is the case with our proof of the
Conner-Floydconjecture.
The MoravaK-theorieseach possess Kiunnethisomorphismsfor all
spaces. This feature enhances their computabilitytremendously.We
demonstratethis point by computing the Morava K-theories of the
spaces. These spaces are difficultto handle even for
Eilenberg-MacLane
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standardhomology,and at present, untouchablefor BP; see [12]. Our
computation always proceeds directly using the Morava K-theories;
neverneedingto referto standardhomologyin any way.
From the perspectiveof the Morava K-theories, the EilenbergMacLanespacesfor finite abeliangroupsappearas finite complexes.In
fact, the n-th MoravaK-theory"sees"onlythe firstn Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces. In our computationswe continue the programof [25] by exploiting Hopf rings throughout.The MoravaK-theoryof all the spaces
in a multiplicativeQ-spectrumalwaysgives rise to such a graded ring
object over the categoryof K(n) * coalgebras.For the ring Z/(pi), the
n-th MoravaK-theory of the associated Eilenberg-MacLanespaces is
just the free Hopf ring on the MoravaK-theoryof the first EilenbergMacLanespace!
These computationsare all done using a highly non-collapsingbar
spectralsequencefor K(n) * (-). In order to do this, we use the Hopf
ring structureto define a new pairingunderwhich an elementin the bar
spectralsequencefor the q-th Eilenberg-MacLane
space is multipliedby
one in the MoravaK-theoryof the m-th space and their productlies in
the spectral sequence for the (m + q)-th space. This pairing is compatiblewith the map inducedby the cup productpairingof the q-th and
m-th spaces into the (q + m)-th space, and it allows us to identifyelements in the bar spectralsequencein terms of the Hopf ring structure,
most importantly,the elusive transpotenceelements in the second filtration. In addition it allows us to compute the nontrivialdifferentials
inductively.The Hopf ring structureis then appliedto solve all extension
problems. A similar, but simpler computationcan use this pairing to
obtain the standardhomologyof the Eilenberg-MacLanespaces by a
purely homologicalprocess without referenceto chains or operations.
We hope to pursuethis in a futurepaper. The spectralsequencepairing
has since been generalizedto coverall pairingsof spectra[31].
With this paper we hope to persuadethe reader of three things:
the usefulnessof Hopf rings as a descriptiveand computationaltool;
the powerof the new spectralsequencepairing;the computabilityof the
MoravaK-theories.
We owe special thanks to Jack Moravafor a timely suggestionthat
made this paper possible. Thanks are also due to Bill Dwyer, Haynes
Miller,JohnMoore,KathleenSinkinson,and Bob Thomasonfor various
conversations,and Dave Johnsonfor his many useful commentson our
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rough draft. In addition we would like to thank the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,the MathematicalInstitute at Oxford, and
the SloanFoundationfor their support.
We can now begin the descriptionof our results.
Recallthat Brown-Peterson
homology,BP * (-), has coefficients
BP*

~

Z(p) [Vl, V2*,

with Iv,i = 2(pn - 1). There is a naturaltransformationfrom BrownPetersonhomologyto the n-th MoravaK-theory
BP *(-)-K(n)

* (-)

whereK(n)*
Fp[vn, Vn-] with vi -0 if i ? n, and vn -vVn. For p
an odd primeK(n) * (-) is a nicely multiplicativegeneralizedhomology
theory.Becauseof problemswith the multiplicationat p = 2 we restrict
our attentionto the odd primesthroughoutthis paper.
Because K(n) * is a graded field, K(n) * (-) always has a Kutnneth
isomorphism; K(n) * (X X Y) = K(n) *X (?K(n)* K(n) * Y. Thus

K(n) * (X) is alwaysa coalgebraand in addition,if X is an H-space, it is
a Hopf algebra. Let Kq = K(Z/(pi), q) be the mod (pi) EilenbergMacLane space. Each K(n) * Kq is a Hopf algebra and K(n) * K * =

{K(n)*Kq)qIo is a Hopf ring;i.e., there are maps
o: K(n)*Kq

?&K(n)*

K(nf)*Km -K(n)*Kq+m

which have certain compatibilityconditions and these maps and conditionscome fromthe cup productfor Z/(pi) cohomology.
The descriptionof K(n) * Ko is simple. It is just the group-ringon
Z/(pi) over K(n) * . The Hopf algebra, K(n) * K1, for the first Eilenberg-

MacLane space is most important. It is computed using the Gysin
sequence.
5.7. Let p be an odd prime, then K(n) * Ki is free over
K(n) * on elements ai E K(n)2,Kl, 0 c i < pni, with coproduct
THEOREM

k

0,(ak)

=

id

ai 0

ak-i
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and algebra structure given by the usual divided power structure with
the relations a*P(n+i-1) = vnPia(j), a(j) = api.
For I = (i1, i2,

0<

*iq),

ik < nj,

a, = a(il) o a(Y2) 0

we define
o

0.

a(iq)

in K(n) * Kq. Our description begins with:
LEMMA11.2
oa0),

(a) a(i) o a(k) =-a(k)

(b) a(j) o a(j) = 0,
(c) a() oa (k)= 0 ifi

< n and k < n(j - 1)
= Vnma(i-n) 0 a(k+n) if n < i and k < n(j-1)

some m EZ.

O

It follows immediately that any aj can be rearranged to be zero or
some power of vn times an a, with

and n(j

-

O < il < i2 < ...

< iq < n,

OS

< iq < nj,

il < i2 <

...

1) < i2, where
i =_ i mod(n)

with O c i < n.

In fact, these a, are all non-zero and distinct (11.1(b)) and their p-th
powers follow from K(n) * K1 and Hopf ring properties. They are
(11.1(c)):
a*P =
a1P

-

0

if i1 < n

-

1, iq < nj

Vnma(il-n+,i2+1.iq+l)

a,*P = (-1n)qlvnma

if iq = nj-1,

-

1

if n

(n[il/n],n(j-1)+11+1,+..q-_1

-

1 c il, iq < nj-1;
+1)

somem EZ.

Not only are all of the above a1's non-trivial but they are in 1-1 correspondence with the j(q) various p-th powers (11.1(b)) of the generators
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in what follows. Let TkR(x) = R[X]I/(XPk). The n = 1 case was done
by Andersonand Hodgkin[2].
THEOREM 11.1(a).
j > 0 then as algebras

Letp be an odd prime and Kq = K(Z/(pi), q),

= (0IT K(nl)*(a,),

K(n)*Kq

n (j-1)

< il < i2

...

<

0 < q < n,
< iq

< nj

where p (I) = mn + ic + 1 with m and ic defined as follows. Given I
with {ik) U {ik} = {O 1, ... n -1),
as above, let I= (i1, .in_q)
...
11<
< in-q. Let j-1 = m(n-q)
+ c-1, 0 < c c n-q.
K(n) * Kn
c(I)

0(1 K(n)* [ai]/(ai*P- (-)q-lV
= pn(j-1)

I=(nk,
K(n)*Kq

-

(p

-

-

1)(pn(I

2) + pn(j-3)

n(j -1) + 1, .,nj

K(n)*,

c(I)a1).
+

...

+ pnk)

-1), 0 c k < j;

q > n.

O

The coalgebrastructurefollowsfrom this, the Hopf ring properties
and 5.7, (11.1(e) and (0). From here it is easy to prove the elegant
descriptionof this result.
COROLLARY 11.3.
TheHopfringK(n)*K* is thefreeK(n)* [Z/(pi)]
Hopf ring on the Hopf algebra K(n) * K1.

The standardreductionZ/(pj+l)

3* :K(n) * K(Z/(pj+1),

q)

-

Z/(pi) inducesa map

-

K(n) * K(Z/(p'), q)

whichis completelydescribedby
0* (a,) = Vnma(,-n,2-n,...,iqfn)~

some m EZ.

This as well as the followingis Proposition11.4. The inclusionZ/(pI)
Z/(pj+1) induces a correspondingmap c * which is completely describedby
'

ca*(a,)

=

Vnma(il,,2+n,,..iq+n),

some m EZ.

Thus * is a surjectionand c * is an injection(13.1).
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COROLLARY

12.2. For q > 0,

lim K(n) * K(Z/(p'), q) = K(n) * K(Z, q + 1).

0

The MoravaK-theory of the Eilenberg-MacLanespaces for other
finitelygeneratedabelaingroupsis furnishedbythe Kunnethisomorphism.
The main geometriccorollaryof this workis a proof of the ConnerFloydconjecture.
Let MSO* (X) be the orientedbordismof X. This is a moduleover
MSO*. Connerand Floyd give manifoldsM2(pl-1) which are Milnor
basis-elementsof MSO* /(p).
10.1. (The Conner-FloydConjecture[6, p. 146]. Let
p be an odd prime, then for the obvious map
THEOREM

/n

:Sl X S1 X ...

X S1 - BZ/(p) X ...

X BZ/(p)

n copies

n copies
representing an element
TYn E MSOn(BZ/(P)

X

*...

X

BZ/(p)),

n copies
the annihilator ideal

A (Yn)

=

C

M
(p, ..M.2p-.,M2(pn-11))

ConnerandFloydshowedthatA

(yn)

D (p, M2(P-1)

MSO

o

. . . ,M2(pn

1)).

The difficultyof computing bordism groups is well illustratedby the
numberof yearsit took to provethis limitedresult.
The Conner-Floydconjectureis a p-primary problem so it can
quicklybe reducedto a BP*(-) question. Furthermorea comparison
with BP*Kn is sufficient for the solution. Let vk-1BP*(-)

be the

homologytheory obtained by invertingVk. The MoravaK-theories of
Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces and the Moravastructuretheoremcan then
be used to make the followingcomputation,part (b) of which suffices
for the proofof the Conner-Floydconjecture.
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THEOREM

Let vo = p be an odd prime.

10.5.

(a) vk-lBP*(K(Z/(p),
n)) = 0,
(b) As a BP* module,

0 < k

<

n.

ii_1l= Mon(i)

Vn- BP * (K(Z/(p), n))

Mon = vn-lNom and Nom is defined inductively
N
v_
0,
-_
No
BP* and 0
...
1)
E M0o(i) in degree n + 2(i
with v0-1vj11
Vn -1
... vn,11 E
+ pn-l) and p(tn) = V..lvl
(1 + p' +
Mon(1) where tn E BPn(K(Z/(p), n)) is the fundamental class
,BP * (-).
and p is the reduction BP * (-) ) - Vn
O
where Mon(i)
by NoO

=

-

-

.

.

To compute K(n) * K * we use the bar spectral sequence enriched
with a Hopf ring related structure as follows. We know that Ki+1 is
BKi, the bar construction on Ki. The bar spectral sequence comes from
the bar filtration
pt = BoKi C

...

C BKi,C c

..

C BKi-=Ki+.

We show, Corollary 1.9, that the cup product pairing
Ki+1 A Km

Ki+1+m

factors as

BsKi A Km BsKi+m.
Let Er * (K(n) * Ki) w K(n) * Ki+1 be the bar spectral sequence
coming from the above filtration. The factoring just given implies the
next theorem.
THEOREM 2.2.

o:Er (K(n)*K)

There are maps
K(n)*

K(n) * (Km)

* (K(n) * Ki+m)
- Er

with dr(x o y) = dr(x) o y. The E'* term of this map is compatible
with the map
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o: K(n)* (Ki+i) ($K(n)* K(n) * (Km)

-

K(n) * (Ki+m+i)

coming from the cup product pairing Ki+1 A Km

Ki+m+i

*

We need a more refined descriptionof this pairingfor it to be an
effectivecomputationaltool. We showthat the map
(BSKi /BSK-1Ki) A Km

(SS A Ki A ...

KA ) A Km

"BsKi+m/Bs-1Ki+m

OSs A Ki+m A ...

A Ki+m

s-copies

s-copies

is inducedin the obviousway by Ki A Km - Ki+m. Thus since
El * (K(n) * Ki)

= K(n) * (Ss) 0s K(n) * Ki

the map for r = 1 of 2.2 is givenby
(Yl (9 * 9 Y') - x =
where +(s) =

? + (Y1- x(l)) (g* ()(Ys ? X(S))

0Mx(S)is the iterated reduced coproduct for
x E K(n) * Km. This allows us to carry out explicit computationsinductively.
The paperis dividedinto thirteensections.
S

x(l) 0)

...

1. The multiplicativepairingfor Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra
2. A bar spectralsequenceof Hopf rings
3. Hopf ring review
K-theories
4. Morava'sextraordinary
5. K(n) * K,
6. Tor and differentials
7. The Frobeniusand Verschiebungmaps
8. The spectralsequencefor K1
9. The modp Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces
10. The Conner-Floydconjecture
11. The mod pi Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces
12. The integralEilenberg-MacLane
spaces
13. Exact sequences,K(n)*(-), and the Johnsonquestion
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The mod p1 case, j > 1, is provenby inductionon j and is considerably more complicated than the mod p case. The mod p case
demonstratesall of the importanttechniques, grounds the induction,
and is sufficientfor the Conner-Floydconjecture.Hence, to avoid the
clutter, we have separatedthe mod p case out in Section 9 and only
sketchedthe p J, j > 1, cases in Section11.
1. The multiplicative pairing for Eilenberg-MacLane spectra.

In

this sectionwe fix the notation
K* = {Ki}i>0

{K(Z/(pi), i)}i>o = K(Z/(pi), *)

the Eilenberg-MacLanespectrumfor the ring Z/(pi). Two characterizationsfor Ki up to homotopyare

7rnKi~

=

if n = i

AZ/(pi)

if n ? i

(0

(1. 1)

and
Hi(X; Z/(pi)) = [X, Ki]

naturallyfor all X.

(1.2)

Cupproductis inducedby a map
? = 0i,m Ki A Km

Ki+m

(1.3)

Severalexplicit constructionsof this map have been given over the last
25 years. We will give a very simple constructionwhichwe believeto be
new. Although it can be readilyextractedfrom some previousgeneral
constructionswe will do it from scratch for simplicity. It has a very
close link with the bar spectralsequence. This, togetherwith the Hopf
ring point of view, allows us to exploit the pairing in a strong computationalway.
Milgram [18] has given an especiallyconvenientform of the bar
constructionfor abelianH-spacessuch as Ki. In particular,Ki+1 can be
constructedinductivelyfrom Ki by
Ki+l -BKi

I

nlo

>nX

(1.4)
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wherean is the standardn-simplex,Xn denotesthe productof n copies
of X, - means there are identificationsto be made, and II is disjoint
union. We will give the identificationsexplicitlylater.
The map 1.3 is constructedinductivelyon i. Assuming oim has
been defined we will define oi+l,m by replacing Ki+1 and Ki+m+l with

their bar constructions:
an x K,n
{II
n20

A Km,

n>0

an X Kn i+m/lj.

(1.5)

Let t E an, x = (x1, . X..,x)

E Kin and y E Km. The image of x, A y E
Ki A Km under the map 1.3 is denoted by x, a y and x o y means
(X1 ?Y,

..Xn

? y). Wedefinel.Sby
{(t, x)}

o y = {(t, x

(1.6)

a y)}.

The i = 0 case of 1.3 is quite easy.
THEOREM 1.7. The above construction is well defined and gives
the cup product pairing o: Ki+1 A Km
Ki+m + *
1

A similar result holds for a much more general pairingof spectra
and is presentedin [31]. Before we prove 1.7 we want to observesome
corollaries.The bar filtrationis givenby
pt = BoKi C

B3-1Ki C B5Ki C

...

C BKi

Ki+1

(1.8)

whereBsKi is the subspacegeneratedby IIs2I ? n a X Kin. Working
Hopf rings into the bar spectralsequencewill followfrom:
COROLLARY1.9.

The cup product map 1 .5factors as follows:

BsKi A Km -----"'BsKi+m

I

Ki+1 A Km

I
-Ki+m+i.

1

This is obvious from 1.6. This result can be proven easily using
the simplicialmodeland this is enoughto constructthe spectralsequence
of section 2. However, the explicit construction1.6 is necessaryfor
computations.For those purposeswe need the standard:
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1.10. BSKj1/BslKj = Ss A Ki(s) where X(s) denotes the
smash product of X with itselfs times.
O
LEMMA

We will prove this later in the section. Combining1.9 and 1.10
we have a map inducedby (Sn A Ki(n)) A Km

(1.11)

SX A K(m.

This map is givenby 1.6. The computationsof our transpotenceformulas
need only the n = 2 case. With this in mind we recordthis map in a
fashionaccessibleto homologycalculations.
1. 12.
commuting diagram
PROPOSITION

S2 X Ki X Ki X Km

The map 1.1 1 for n = 2 fits in the following

IdxA

S2XKiXKiXKm>XKm
I

Id X T X Id

S2 X Ki X Km X Ki X Km
I

S2

X Kj+m

Id X

o

Xo

X Kj+m

CV2A Ki+m A Ki+m

(S2 A Ki A K1) A Km

where A is the diagonal on Km and T interchanges the twofactors.

O

The proofof 1.12 is immediatefrom 1.6.
We recall Milgram'sconstruction[18]. Let an denotethe Euclidean
n-simplex, i.e., all points t = (tl,

.. .,

tn) E Rn with 0 c t1 c

...*

tn

c 1. He inductivelyconstructsKm and its abelian H-space structure
map *m = * Km X Km Km. Our notation for the product of two
pointsx, y E Km is x * y. The trivialcase Ko is Z/(pI) with the discrete
topologyand * is simplythe groupoperation.Inductivelyassumingthat
Km-, and the corresponding* have been constructed,let Km be the
quotientof ll n2,an X Knm_ by the relations
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if t, = O,

(t, x) - (t2, * ,tn; X2, *..*.Xn)
- (tl , ...
,tn-I

;XI

(1.13)

if tn = 1

**...,Xn-1)

orxn =
(tl,

* * * tq, *... tn; x I

* ,Xq-1, Xq * xq+1, Xq+2, .

,XJ

if 0 < q < n with tq = tq+1 or xq =where * is the basepoint, denotes deletion and the other notation is as
before. The basepoint of Km is (0, ..., 0; *, ...,
Milgram defines * by
(t; x) *(tn+ I ... ., tn+k ; Xn+I, *...*, xn+k)
=

(t(7),

*...

t(f(n+k);

X7(j),

...*

X7(n+k))

(1.14)

where T is any element of the summetric group on m + n letters such
that tr(i) ' tr(i+l)
LEMMA 1.15 (Milgram [18]).
The space Km constructed above is
the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/(pi), m) and * makes Km into an
abelian topological group with identity element *.
O

We can now begin our proofs.
Proof of Lemma 1.10. The points of B8Km which are identified to
those in Bs-iKm are those with t in a face of aS, i.e., t1 = 0, ti = ti+I
or t. = 1 or those with some Xk = *. Collapsing out as X Kis by these
points gives the result.
O
In the rest of the section we prove Theorem 1.7. It is necessary to
start our inductioh first.
LEMMA

x*q = x*

1.16. The map o: Ko A Km - Km is given by (q) o x=
*x q times where q E Ko = Z/(pi).
*
O

Proof. The map x -x *q is given by Km - Kmq
Km where the
first map is the diagonal and the second is the iterated * product. This
map multiplies 7rm(Km) Z/(pi) by q which is just what a should do
restricted to (q) X Km
Km. To show this map factors through the
smash product the only problem is to show that x *Pj = *. Represent x
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by (t, y) with yi E Km_i and assume inductivelythat yi*P =
inductionis trivialto begin. Then

*.

This

X*PI =(ty)*pi

= (tl, ..*. tl *.. ., tn *.. *, tn ; YI ..* sYI ..* 9Yns..*

* Yn)

where each coordinateis repeatedpi times. The identificationsin Km
imply that this point is (t; YiI1,Pj
(t; *, ..., *) which is .

,

Yn*PJ). By induction this is

Proof of Theorem 1.7. We prove our result by induction on i.
Assume we have proved 1.7 for Ki A Km -Ki+m

with 1.16 beginning

our induction.We need it to satisfy:
(Z1 * Z2) ? Y = (Z1 ? Y) * (Z2 ? Y)

(1.17)

Fori = 0, Zi = qi E Z/(pi)
y *(ql+q2) = y *qj * y *q2
[Z1 * Z21 o y =[(t,

= Ko. So (q1 * q2) o y = (q1 + q2) 0y =
= (qI o y) * (q2 o y). For i > Owe have:

X)*(tn +I *... * tn+k;Xn+1 ,

=

(t7(l) 9

...*

=

(t7(l)

.* **

=

(t; X ? y) * (tn+1, *9 * * tn+k;

.

tr(n+k); XTr(1) *...
t(n

+ k);

*

...

Xn+k)] y

X(n+k)) 0 y

by 1.14

0 y)
*,* * Xr(n+k)
by
inductionhypothesisand 1.6

XT(j) 0

X+10

?Y

.* *

Xn+k

oy)

by 1.14
= (Z1 ?Y) * (z2oY).

We now show that 1.6 gives a well defined map Kj+I A Km
Ki+m+ . We must show that the relations 1.13 are preserved. We will

show the main case and leave the exceptional cases to the reader to
check. Assume O < q < n with tq = tq+1 or xq = . Then
(t, x)

0

y = (t, x

0

y)
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which is the necessary relation. That this map factors through the smash
product is easy to verify using induction.
Our only remaining task is to show that this is the cup product
pairing map. This follows by induction from the observation that o commutes with suspension on the first factor since S1 A Ki = B1 Ki and the
following diagram commutes (1.9):

51 A Ki A Km

A Ki+m
* Ki+m+i.1 *DC

Ki+ I AKm

2. A bar spectral sequence of Hopf rings. In this section we show
how the description of the cup product pairing given in Section One can
be used in the bar spectral sequence. First we state the bar spectral
sequence in the form we need it. Then we will develop its extra multiplicative properties. We continue the notation of Section One. Throughout this paper we assume E * (-) is a multiplicative homology theory
with E* (Kqn) = (?fnE*E* Kq.
We denote the reduced homology theory for E * (-) by E *(-).
is as above then there is a spectral seTHEOREM2.1. If E*(-)
Er*
E
algebras
converging to E * Kj1? which
of
*
-Hopf
quence,
(Ki)
arises from the bar filtration 1.8. Then
Els *(Ki) = E*(Ki(s)) =

?s

E* E*(Ki),

s > 0,

is the bar resolution for
ES., (Ki)

TrStE*(Ki)(E*,E*)

Hs,tE*(Ki).

DG

The spectral sequence in this form has a complicated history. Milnor
[19] had a spectral sequence of filtered spaces and Moore [20] had a
spectral sequence with the E2 term identified. Rothenberg and Steenrod
[26] have both, and in such a way-that generalized homologies could be
used as initiated by Hodgkin [9]. Furthermore the appropriate Hopf
algebra properties are proven in [26] in a way that allows generalized
homologies to be used although they never mention them. Other papers
which use such ideas with generalized homologies are [2], [29] and [32].
Certain aspects of the spectral sequence were only needed years after
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they could have been proven. In that sense it is fair to say that the above
spectral sequence was completely understood in the mid-fifties by John
Moore ([20] and unpublished).
This spectral sequence respects the o -product structure of E * K *
in the sense of the following theorem which is a crucial tool in our calculations.
THEOREM

2.2.

For the spectral sequence of Theorem 2.1 there are

o:Ers

*(Ki)

maps
?

EE*

E*(Km)

- Ers, *(Ki+m)

with dr(x o y) = (drx) o y. For the E* -term, this map is compatible
with the map
0:

E* (Ki+i)

?E*

E* (Km) -E*

(Ki+m+i)

coming from ?: Ki+ I A Km - Ki+m+ I

?

Proof. The spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1 is a spectral sequence
of filtered spaces arising from the bar filtration. Hence the result is
immediate from Corollary 1.9.
O
This result has been generalized to all spectra pairings by R. W.
Thomason and the second author [31]. Theorem 2.2 needs only 1.9 to
prove it. This could be done simplicially. However, for computational
We
purposes we need the explicit map given by 1.11 and 1.6 on El
make precise the only case we need for our computations.
PROPOSITION 2.3. For x E E* (Km), let ; (x) = E x' 0 x" where
b is the reduced coproduct. For yI, Y2 E E* (Ki), the map

o:El2,* (Ki) (&)E* E*(Km) _0El

2,* (Kj+m)

=1~~
(E * (Ki)

(&3E* E * (Ki)) (&)E* E

*(n)

(E*(Kj+m1) (&E*

Et* (Kj+mt))

of Theorem 2.2 is given by
(YI

Y2)

E
oX =

(-l)degY2

degx'(y

o x')

0&(Y2 o x").
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This follows from Proposition 1.12 by applying E * hoD

3. Hopf ring review. The relevant properties of Hopf rings were
developed in [25, Section 1], which was written with this paper in mind.
We will assume the reader is familiar with that material, most of which
will be used here.
A (graded) Hopf ring is a collection of graded R-Hopf algebras
H* ( *) = {H* (k)}kEz with a pairing o: H* (n) OR H* (k) - H* (n + k),
which turns H * ( * ) into a graded ring object in the category of graded
R-coalgebras. We assume everything in sight is commutative and associative. Let E * (-) be a multiplicative homology theory and G* =
{Gk }kEz a multiplicative Q-spectrum. If
E*(Gk

X GO)

E*Gk

?E*

E*Gk

for all k, then
E*G*

{E*Gk}kEz

is a Hopfring. In this paper, since our G* = K* = {K(Z/(pi), k)}k>o,
we will only look at nonnegatively graded Hopf rings, i.e., H*(*) =
{H * (k)} k 0. We caution the reader that H * (k) need not be nonnegatively graded and in fact never will be in this paper.
If G* is the coefficient ring for the cohomology theory coming from
G*, the "ring-ring", E [G*], is a Hopf ring and there are maps of
Hopf rings
E*[G*I-

E*G*

-E*[G*I

whose composition is the identity. We say H is an R [S]-Hopf ring if
there is a given map of Hopf rings R [S] - H. In particular E * G * is
an E* [G*I-Hopf ring. In the case of interest in this paper, G * = K *,
G* is just Z/(p i) concentrated in degree zero so E * [G*I is just
E*Ko = E*[Z/(pi)].
Also in [25] we defined a free Hopf ring functor which assigns an
R[S] Hopf ring to every collection of supplemented R coalgebras or
R-Hopf algebras C*(*). This Hopf ring is generated as an R-module
by all possible finite * products of all possible finite o products of ele-
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ments of R [S] and C * ( *) and has only those relations which follow
formally from the definition of a Hopf ring.
4. Morava's ExtraordinaryK-theories. We wish to apply our spectral sequence of Hopf rings to compute the generalized homology of the
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces; E * K * . The homology theories we intend to
use are the extraordinary K-theories introduced by Jack Morava in his
study of complex cobordism.
Recall that for every prime there is a Brown-Peterson spectrum BP
and related homology theory BP* (-). The references are [1], [4], and
[22]. The coefficient ring, BP *, is isomorphic to Z(p)[vI, v2, ... ] where
the degree of vn is 2(pn - 1). We collect the basic facts:
PROPOSITION

4.1.

Let p be an odd prime and let n > 0.

(a) There is a multiplicative homology theory, K(n) * (-),
F [Vn, Vn 1].
efficientring K(n) * Fp
(b) There is a map of multiplicative homology theories
BP*(-)

with co-

- K(n)*(-)

which takes vn to vn and vi to zero for i ? n, on the coefficient
ring.
(c) The exterior product induces a Kiunneth isomorphism:
K(n) * (X)

(?K(n)*

K(n) * (Y)

-K(n) * (X X Y).

DG

The construction is dealt with in [11]. The multiplicative properties
are proven in [21], [27] and [33]. In [33], the Kuinneth isomorphism is
made explicit. It is automatic because K(n) * is a graded field. Note
that (c) implies K(n) * (X) is always a coalgebra over K(n) * and if X is
an H-space, then K(n) * (X) is actually always a Hopf algebra over
K(n) *. The K-theories exist at p = 2 but the nice multiplicative properties which are so essential to us do not exist. There are multiplications
at p = 2, but they are never nicely commutative; see [33].
We call K(n) * (-) the "nth Morava K-theory." It is consistent to
consider K(O) * (-) as rational homology. Morava has fit these K-theories
into a beautiful structure theorem for complex cobordism. Morava's
papers are not generally available. However, part of his theorem is
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presented in [11]. The theories K(n) * (-) are called K-theories because
K(1) * (-) is one of the p - 1 isomorphic summands of the mod p
homology theory obtained from BU, and because K(n) * (-) is periodic
of period 2(pn - 1). Furthermore, in Morava's structure theorem for
) all arise inductively in the same
complex cobordism the K(n)
fashion.
In an unpublished preprint [14], Margolis constructed the p = 2
connective versions of these spectra. His work goes through at p odd as
well. He also gives a partial description of the operations. Morava always
works with the periodic (non-connected) theories. He constructed them
using the geometric techniques of Sullivan [30]; see [3]. Morava computes the operations for K(n) * (-); see [34] and [35]. Although we do
not use the operations in this paper, they have been very useful in our
study of stable homotopy [15], [16], [17], [23], and [24].
Since any graded K(n) * module is periodic, no information is lost
by passing to the corresponding cyclically graded (over Z/(2pn - 2)) Fp
vector space.
- 2) is
DEFINITION 4.2. K(n)T(X) _ K(n)t(X) where t7E Z/(2pn
the reduction of t E Z.
This is well defined because multiplication by vn induces an isomorphism K(n)t (X) = K(n)t+2(pn _I)(X) with inverse multiplication by
v, -. Another approach is to take the ring map
K (n) * - Fp

given by taking vn to 1. Then K(n) * (X) = Fp (? K(n)* K(n) * (X).
Since K(-n) * (X) is always a free K(n) * module, it can be recovered
from K(n) * (X). The advantages of using K(n) * (X) are two-fold. First,
we avoid the necessity of keeping track of powers of vn, and second,
K(n)* = Fp is a perfect field whereas K(n)* = Fp[vn, Vn-I] is not.
This allows us to define the Verschiebung map for K(n) * (X), but not
for K(n) * (X). There are no difficulties in computing with spectral
sequences and other gadgets in a cyclically graded context such as
K(n) * (-). We will use the same notation for elements in K(n)*(-)
and their images in K(n) * (-).

5. K (n) * K 1. In this section we compute K (n) * KI where Kl =
K(Z/(pi), 1). The case K(Z, 1) = SI is trivial. Because of the problems
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with p = 2 in Section 4 we will always assume the prime p is odd. Our
approach will be to study the fibration

K,

LaCPX 0

' CPOO.

(5.1)

We begin with a description of K(n) * CP . The cohomology theory
K(n) * (-) inherits a complex orientation from BP * (-) by the map of
4.1(b). For such a theory we have the following lemma; see Section 3 of
[25] and [1].
5.2.
(or BP). Then
LEMMA

Let E be a multiplicative module spectrum over MU

(a) E*(CP') = E*[[xE]] the power series on xE EE2CPl over E*.
(b) E*(CP' X CP ) = E*(CPc ) `0&E*E*(CPW).
(c) E * (CP ) is E * free on f3i E E2 (CP ), i 2 0, dual to xi, i.e.,
(Xi, Fi,> =

i.

(d) E* (CP X CP)

E* (CP) ?E* E* (CP ).

X CP" induces a coproduct 1 on
(e) The diagonal CP" -CP"
v
E*(CPw) with l/(On) = En"=0 0, f3On-i
(f) The H-space product m: CP" X CP" - CP" induces a coproduct m* on E*(CP') with m*(x) = 2ij>o aqjxi 0& xi, and
aqi E E-2(i+?i-

I) = E2(i+.i-

1.

(g) F(y, Z) = Y +F Z = Eij,,>0 aqjyizi is a commutative associative
formal group law over E*, i. e.,
Y +FZ

= Z +FY,

Y +F(Z

+FW)

Y +FO

Y

and

Definition 5.3.
[n -

1IF(S)

+F

Let

[1]F(S)

=

= (Y +FZ)
s

C

+FW.

and inductively let

[n]F(S)

=

S.

5.4. (3.4 and 3.6 of [25]). Let ,8(r) = Ei>o firi. Let
the product, *, be that induced by the H-space structure of CP". In
the power series ring E* (CPw) [[s, t]]:
THEOREM

(a) fl(s)*fl(t) = fl(s +Ft) and
(b) f(S)*m = f([mIF(s)).

O
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The above theorem gives a complete description of the multiplicative
structure of E * (CP') in terms of the formal group law. Specializing to
the case E = K(n) we can make this description very explicit.
THEOREM

5.5.

[PIF(S) = v"sP forF

= FK(n).

D

Proof. In 2.11 (b) of [25] we show that for Hazewinkel's generators
of BP* we have
FBP

[PIFBP(S) =

mod(p).

0 VnsPn

This reduces by the map of 4.1(b) to [P]FK(n)(s) = vnsPn*
THEOREM 5.6.
As an algebra K(n) * (CP') (n > 0) is generated
= VnPiO3(i), where
by the elements ,8(i) = fSpi with relations fl*P(n+i-1)

= Ofori

< 0.

Proof. The assertion that the (3(i) generate is actually true for
E * (CP') if E * is a Z(p) algebra. We will show that 1k is decomposable
if k is not a power of p. Write k = ap.i where a ? 0(p) and also a ? 1.
If we work modulo the fi with i < k and equate the coefficients of
S(a-l)p'tp' in 5.4(a) we obtain
0 = ((a

-

1)pi, Pi)k3k.

Since the binomial coefficient ((a - l)pi, pi) * 0(p) the result follows.
To obtain the relations, we use 5.4(b) with m = p and Theorem 5.5.
We have
A(s)"*P

=

=
f(V,lsPn).

MA(APF(S))

Equating coefficients of sP"+ we have
,B*P (n+i-1)

=

VnP(i)

El
[

We are now ready to describe and compute K(n) * (K1) as a Hopf
algebra.
THEOREM

5.7.

Let K1 = K(Z/(pi), 1)

(a) The map 3: KI - CP' of 5.1 induces a Hopf algebra monomorphism
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6 *: K(n) *(KI) -K(n) *(CP').
(b) As a K(n)* module, K(n)*(Ki') is free on am E K(n)2m(Ki),
0 s m < pni with 6 * (a,,) = fm v
(c) The coproduct t is given by
m
t(am) =

(d)

E ai E)
a0

i=O

_j

The algebra is generated by a(i) = api for 0 < i < nj with
D
relations a*P(,,+i_l) = v,1Pia(i)wherea(j) = Ofori < 0.

Proof. The map 6 is an H-space map so b* is a map of Hopf
algebras. Once (a) and (b) have been established, (c) and (d) follow
from the descriptionof K(n) * (CP') given in 5.2 and 5.6. The fibre of
the map 6 is S1 so there is a Gysinsequence([28])
K(n) * (K1)

4a
a*
~~K(n) * (CP')

~~K(n) * -2(CP')-

t

The map 4) is 4)(y) = y f[pnIF(X). By iterating5.5 we see [pj]F(s) =
1 in K(n) *). Thus, (POnj+j) = 3nj+in xPn' =
f3i. The Gysin sequence is therefore a short exact sequence and the
kernelof 4) is givenby Oi, i < nj. The resultfollows.
O

sPa' (recallingthat v,, =

Remark 5.8.

Notice that for n > 1, K(n)*(K1)

is a truncated

polynomialalgebraon generatorsa(j), n (j - 1) < i < nj.
We need to compareK(n) * (K1) for variousj. Let
a: K(Z/(pi), 1)

-

K(Z/(pj+l),

1)

be the map whichcomesfromthe inclusiongivenby multiplicationby p,
Z/(pI) - Z/(pj+ 1). For K(n) * (-), the induced map is denoted a * . The
standard reduction Z/(pj+l) - Z/(pj) induces a map ,B:K(Z/(pj+i), 1)
-

K(Z/(pj),

1).

LEMMA5.9.
(a) a*(ai) = ai
(b) 0 (a(n+i)) = vnP1a(i)where a(i) = 0 if i < 0.

C
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Proof. Let A>:K(Z/(pi), 1) - CP' be the map of 5.1. Then we
have bj+1a = bj and (a) follows. To compute 0*(a(n+i)),
consider the
commuting diagram

K(Z/(pj+'),

1) a+

K (Z/(P;j),1) -

CPOO

*CPOO

Then a routine argument shows that in K(n) * (CP'),

P*13(n+i)

by5.7(d)so a*(a(n+i))

=

13P(n+i-1)

=

VnP13(i)

E

= vnPia(i).

Let x denote the conjugation on K(n) * Hopf algebras.
THEOREM

5.10.

(a) X(i) = (-1)i

(b) X(O(i))=-4
(c) x(ai) = (-l)iai
(d) X(a(i)) = -a( Ei)
Proof.
S +F

(-S)

=

Since p is odd (b), (c) and (d) follow from (a). We need
0. It is enough to prove this for BP. There,
s +F (-S)

= expBP(logBP S + logBP(-S)).

For this see [1] or 3.10 or [25]. Now logBP s = ,>_o m1spi so logBP(-s)
=- logBP s ands +F (-S) = expBP(0) = 0. Thus by 5.4(a), f(s)*f(-s)
= S(s +F (-S))
= 1(0) = 0i. By definition, X(o(s))*0(s) = f0. This
gives:
X($(S)) = X(f(S))*fo = x(fi(s))*i(s)*fs)
The result follows.

= fi*fi&s)

= f(-s).

E
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6. Tor and differentials. In this section we compute various Tor
groups that will be needed later. We also discuss the typical behavior of
differentials in the spectral sequences we use.
We will be interested in computing
Tor **K(n) *Ki(K(n)*, K(n)*)
= Tor**fK(n)*Ki(Fp,Fp)

H* *K(n)*Ki

This has a Hopf algebra structure but depends only on the algebra
structure of K(n)*Ki, not on the coalgebra structure. We recall the
following standard fact.
6.1. If A is a K(n) *
Fp Hopf algebra andA = B
as algebras (but not necessarily as Hopf algebras), then
LEMMA

Fp

C

H* 4tA = H* *B OFpH* *C
as Hopf algebras.

El

This is just the Kuinneththeorem over a field.
We will have occasion to compute Tor for three different algebras
which we now define. Recall that we are working with cyclically graded
objectsoverZ/(2pn - 2).
Tk(x) = Fp[x]/(xPk) wherex is of even degree;
R?

(x) = Fp [x]/(xP ? x)

(6.2)
(6.3)

where deg x is even with
p degx

degx (2pn -2);

and
S(xwe

xl, X2,

e

a

= Fp [xo, x1, .

p2

]I(xoP, xJ

- xO, *

where deg xo is even and p deg xi-=deg

,xip -Xi-1,***),

xi-, (2pn -2).

(6.4)
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Remark 6.5.

Theorem 5.7 implies that K(n) * K(Z/(pi),

1) is a

tensorproductof algebrasof typeR - (x) for n = 1 and Tk(x) for n > 1.
Theorem5.6 implies that K(n) * CP' is the tensor productof algebras
= 1, andS(xo,x1,
.. .) forn > 1.
oftheformR_(x)forn
Let E(y) denote the exterior algebra on y and r(y) the divided
= Y)
powerHopf algebraon y, i.e., r(y) is free over yi(y) E r2i(Y) ("Y1(Y)
with coproduct
n

'Yn-i(Y)

=

0 d(Yn))

i-O

0 yi(Y)

and product
,Yi(Y),Yj(Y) = (i, j)yi+j(y).

Thus r(y) has algebrageneratorsypi(y).
The followingis a standardcalculation.
LEMMA 6.6.

H* *Tk(x)
where a(x) E

Hj,degxTk(x)

= E(ox)

0

rF((xpk-1))

is the "suspension" of x and

O(xPkI)

E

H2,pkdegxTk(X) is the "transpotence" of xPklI [5]. In the bar construction
ox is represented by [x] and k(xPkl1) is represented by [x(P-1)Pkl1I xpk-l]
which is homologous to [xpk-i Ixi]for 0 < i < pk.
EZ
LEMMA 6.7.

H* *R?(x)

E

F,Fp

Proof. To computethis Tor we constructa free R ? (x) resolution
of Fp
O-*-

Fp

Fo

1F-F*-

F2

Z

*

where each Fi is a free R ? (x) module on a single generatorfi with
E(fo) = 1, d21+lf21+l = xf2j and d2?+2f2i+2 = (xP-1 + 1)f2i+j. Ten-
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soring this resolution with Fp over R + (x) is easily seen to preserve
exactness.
El
H* *S(xo, xl, . r.x.) = F((xO)), where 4(xo) E
0 in the
xoI
H2,p deg xo the transpotence of xo, is represented by [xoP1
LI
bar construction.
LEMMA 6.8.

Proof. The elementxi E S(x0, x1, ... ) generatesa subalgebraof
the form Ti+1(xi) and S(xo, x1, ...) is the direct limit of these subI
algebras. Tor commutes with direct limits so H * *S(xo, x1, ...)
E
lim NH** Ti+ 1(xi). By Lemma 6.6,H * *Ti+ (xi) E(oxi)
0Dr(x(xo)).

The map in Tor induced by the inclusionTi+1 (xi)
oxi to 0 and 4 (xo) to O(xo)so the resultfollows.

-

Ti+2(xi+l)

sends
L

All of the differentialswe must computein spectralsequencesare
of the form in the followinglemma.
LEMMA6.9.

If
E(x)

0 r(y)

is a differential Hopf algebra with differential determined by d(ypk (y))
= x, then the homology is the sub-Hopf algebra of r(y) given by the
l
,y1(y), 0 c i < pk.

Proof. For degree reasonsthe -yi(y), 0 c i < pk, are cycles. It
will now suffice to show inductivelythat d('y, (y)) = Xy7pk (y). Since
d is a differentialof coalgebraswe must have (d 0 1 + 1 0 d) ; = 44.
So inductively,
(d (O 1 + 1 (&d)'(Yn(y)) = (d (O 1 + 1 (0 d)y 7'n-i(Y) 0 'Yi(y)
= dyn(y)

d(yn (y))

=

coproduct.

Xyn-pk

(y) is

0

1 + 1

0

0

dyn(y)

+

.YYn -i-pk (y)

+

y,n-i(y) 0 X'yi-pk(y)

i (y)

the only element with the appropriate reduced
OI
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The bar spectralsequencecomputationswe make will usuallyhave
many differentnon-trivialdifferentials.However,all of our situations,
are coveredby the followingdescription.
Let A = Oi Tk.(xi) and let H* *A be the E2 term
LEMMA 6.10.
1,
of an homology spectral sequence of Hopf algebras. Define yi = +xk
0
0
that
the
Assume
degrees
further
so H* *A
r(4(yi))).
(gi (E(uxi)
of the xi's are distinct, and also the degrees of the y 's.
(a) Then the only possible non-trivial differentials are of the form
d2pni-Ip

ni(O(yi))

=

ao(xj)

where a ? 0, some i, i and ni > 0.
(b) If there is a permutation r, and ni's such that
d2pni-

1

ni (?(Yi

)) =

aju(xT(i))

for all i, ai ? 0, then the E' term of the spectral sequence is the
subalgebra of H * *A generated by the ypi(y (yi)), 0 c j < ni.

LI
Proof. Part (b) follows from Lemma 6.9 and (a). An element of
lowest homological degree with a non-trivialdifferentialacting on it
must be a generator.Furthermore,the target must be a primitive.This
is a standardHopf algebra spectralsequencecomputation.For degree
reasonsthe elements a(xj) and O(yi) must be permanentcycles. Thus
the first non-trivialdifferentialmust begin with ' pni(O(yi)) for some y,
and ni > 0. Since this has even total degree in the spectralsequence,
the target of the differentialmust be an odd degree primitive.The only
odd degree primitivesare the a(xj). Lemma 6.9 can now be used to
compute the homology. Since the degrees of the a(x,) are distinct,
there can be no complicationsin this description. Moving on to the
next differential,we see that our Hopf algebrais of the form of H* *A
tensored with sub-Hopf algebras of r of the type in 6.9. The same
argumentapplies again to this differentialHopf algebra. We only need
to point out that the sub-Hopfalgebraof r mentionedaboveis made up
of permanentcycles for degree reasons. Now the argumentproceedsas
L
before.
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7. The Frobenius and Verschiebung maps. Let A be a bicommutative Hopf algebra over Fp for p > 2. The example we have in mind is
of course K(n) * Kq, which is cyclicallygraded. The Frobenius map
F: A - A is defined by F(x) = xP'. Let A * = HomF, (A, Fp). We would
like to define the Verschiebung map V: A - A as the dual of the
Frobenius on A*. However, if A does not have finite type, which is
usually the case in our examples, A * is not a Hopf algebra (it lacks a
coproduct because (A 0 A)* properly contains A* 0 A*) and its
dual properly contains A. This difficulty can be surmounted if A* has
a topology under which it is compact. In our case such a topology is
given by the skeletal filtration since the skeleta are all finite. Then
A * and A is the continuous linear
(A 0 A)* is the completion of A*
dual of A*.
We will also consider the Verschiebung on K(n)*Kq. This has a
topology under which it is compact. Its continuous linear dual K(n) * Kq
is a Hopf algebra in the usual sense so V can be defined as the dual of
F as above.
LEMMA

7.1.

(a) Suppose A is graded over Z or Z/(m) with
to p. Then F(An) C Apn if n is even, and
odd. V(An) c Aq if n = 2pq and V(An) =
(b) With a shift of grading, V and F are Hopf
VF = FV.
(c) If A is a Hopf ring,
VF(x) = [p] x,

m even and prime
F(An) = 0 if n is
0 otherwise.
algebra maps with

0

V(x o y) = V(x) ? V(y), and

F(V(x) o y) = x o F(y).
(d) For the coalgebra r(x),
V(ypq (x))

= yq

V(Yq (x)) =

(x) and

0 if p does not divide q.

(e) For a(y+l) EK(n) *Kj,
V(a(i+l)) = a(i), and
V(a(O))= 0

E

Proof. Part (a) is trivial. Part (b) follows from the fact that the
coproduct is an algebra map and the product map is a coalgebra map.
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For (c) we compute x

o

F(y) = x

o

y *P with the Hopf ring distributive

law, [25, 1.12(c)(vi)].We have
= E (x

x o y*P

oy)*(x"

o y)*

...

*(x(P)

o y).

Sincewe are workingmod p in a bicommutativeHopf algebra,all of the
terms in this sum will cancel except for those with x' = x" = *

= x(P).

It follows from the definitionof V that the iterated coproductof x is
V(x) 0 ... 0 V(x) plus asymmetric terms, so
x o F(y) = x o y*P = (V(x) o y)*(V(x) o y)*

...

* (V(x) o y)

= (V(x) o y) *P = F(V(x) o y).
If we set y = [1] we get FV(x) = x o [p] = [p] o x. Finally, V(x o y) =
V(x) o V(y) because the o product respects the coalgebra structure.

Part (d) followsfrom the fact that the iteratedcoproductof yi(x) is
=

(x)
"Yil

0

* *

0

i(x)

= "il (X)

0

.. .

0

ey (X)

plus asymmetricterms. Part (e) now followsfrom (d) and the definition
E

of a(i+l) =api+.

8. The spectral sequence for K1. We have Ko = Z/(pi) and
K1 = K(Z/(p i), 1). Thus K(n) * Ko = K(n) * [Z/(pi)], the "ring-ring"
on Z/(p i) overK(n) * . We use the computationof K(n) * K1 in Section
5 to describethe behaviorof the bar spectralsequence
Er * (Ko) X K(n) * KI.
THEOREM8.1.

In the bar spectral sequenceEr

(a) E2 * (Ko)

E(a([1]

-

1(yPnj(([pj-1]

where c ? 0, as in 6.9;

K(n)*Kl,

[0]))

- [0]) = ([1] 0 r(4(([pi-1]
(b) the only nontrivial differential is given by
d2pnj-

* (Ko) X

-

[0])))

=

[o])p

cr([1]

-

[0])
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(c) E2Pn'(KO)= -E

(Ko) is the sub-Hopf algebra of

[O]))

-

r(o,([pj-,i

given by yj(0([pf-1] - [0])), 0 c i < pni;
(0 converges to ai EK(n) * K1, and this solves
(d) Py1(4([pi-[O]))
all of the non-trivial extension problems.

Proof. Part (a) follows from the facts that K(n) * Ko is a truncated polynomial algebra on [1] - [0] E K(n) *Ko, E2 * (Ko) =
H *K(n)*Ko, and 6.6. Parts (b), (c), and (d) follow from Lemma
6.10, inspectionand comparisonwith the known structureof K(n) * KI
E
fromTheorem5.7.
9. The mod p Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces. Recallthat p is an odd
prime. In this sectionwe assumethat K * = K(Z/(p), *), and compute
K(n)*K* for alln. For
I = (i1, i2, ..,iq),

O<

ik

< n,

we define
a, EK(n) * Kq

by
a, = a(q,) o a( 2)

0

...

0

a(iq).

Before we state our main results, we need the followingimportant
lemma.
LEMMA 9.1.

(a) a(j) o a(j) =

(b) a(i) o a(i)

o
a(j) a0()

LI

0.

Proof. By Hopf-ringcommutativity[25, 1.12(c) (iv) and (v)],
a(E)o a(j) = x(a(j))

Part (b) followsfrom (a).

o a(i) = -a(]i) o a(E)

by S. 10(d).

O
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Let TkK(n)* (X) = K(n) * [X]I/(XPk). The purposeof this section is to
prove the following theorem.
THEOREM

9.2.

For p an odd prime and K* = K(Z/(p), *):

(a) As algebras,
K(n) * Ko = K(n) * [Z/(p)], the group-ring of Z/(p) over K(n) *;
0 < q < n,

TA() * (a,),

K(n) * Kq

... <iq<n}

{I:0<il<i2<

where p(I) = 1 + max({0} U {s + 11iq-s

K(n) *Kn = K(n)

* [aiI/(aI*P

=

n

1 -s);

-

q = n,

+ (-)qvna1),

I = (0, 1, . .., n-1);
K(n)*Kq

= K(n)*,

q > n.

(b) The a,, 0 c il < i2 <
iq < n are all non-zero and
distinct. In K(n) * Kq, each one is ? the pi-th power of some
generator for some i 2 0.
(c) The p-th powers are computed as
a*P

=0

a1*P =

(-1)qrI

o a(il+l)

nva(o)

o

o a(iq_1+1)

...

O C il < i2 < ..

<

ifiq

? n-i

if iq

=

n

-

1

iq < n.

(d) In K(n) * Kq we have, up to signs, an equality of sets
{ai*Pp(I)lII0

< il < i2 <

...

= {ajIO
?'

< iq

< n})

jj < j2 <

. <

q

< nl}.

(e) The coalgebra structure follows from the Hopf ring properties
and the structure of K(n)*KI given in Theorem 5.7.
(f) The Verschiebung map for K(n) * Kq is computed on a, as
follows:
V(a)

= 0,

il = 0,

= a(il1l)

0

o a(V2_ ) o...

C il

<

i2 <

...

o a(iq_.1)9
<

iq

< n.

il ? 0

O
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COROLLARY 9.3.
TheHopf ringK(n) *K * is thefreeK(n) *[Z(p)]EZ
Hopf ring on the Hopf algebra K(n) * K1 .

Proof.

We know that K(n) * K * is a K(n) * [Z/(p)] = K(n) * Ko

Hopf ring. Theorem9.2(a) tells us that this Hopf ring is generatedby
K(n) * KI. The relationsin the Hopf algebrasof Theorem9.2(a) are all
derivedfrom 9.1 and 9.2(c). The first was a consequenceof the Hopf
ring structureand K(n) * K1. In the proof of Theorem9.2 we will show
that the second is too. Since there are no relations other than those
forcedby K(n) * K1 and the Hopf ring structure,the resultfollows. E
We will prove Theorem9.2 inductivelyon q using the bar spectral
sequencewhichwe now describe.
THEOREM 9.4.

In the bar spectral sequence, Er

* (K(n) * Kq1)

X

K(n) * Kq, we have

(a) E2*K(n)*Kq_i
E(((1]

H* *K(n)*Kq-i

(
0])) 0 rw[l

-

0 rF(k(a
(q-,iJ2-

(D(E(raI)
|0<

il

<

i2<

...

-

q = 1,

[0])),
1...,iq-1))))

n 2q>

< n,

<iq-l

1

q > n;

LK(n)*
(b) the differentials are given by

=
rI0,

0

<il

...

< i2<

(c) modulo decomposables in E
lypi, Oa(2-

for 0 C iI < i2 <
a,0 = [1]- [0].

..

-

< iq-

rIra(j1+l,J2+l,...iqJq+l)'
<

n -l,

q >1;

a, is represented by
1,i3-il- 1, * ,iq-il -1) '

<

iq < n, where by convention

E

Proof of Theorem9.2. Part (f) followsfrom 7.1(c) and (e). Part (e)
followsfrom Hopf ring propertiesand (a). Part (d) followsfrom (a) and
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(c). Part (c) follows from the Hopf ring structureand K(n)*KI. In
particular,using 7.1(c) and (e),
aI*P

F(a1)
-

-

-

F(a(il,..,iq.i-1)

0

a(iq))
0

F(V(a(i1+l,,..,iq-i+l))
a(i1+l.***tiq_+l)

a(iq))

? F(a(iq))

0o

if iq ? n-1

Y +1,...,iqi1+l)

0

if iq =

Vna(O),

n-

1.

Use 9.1(a) to finish the proof. Part (b) followsfrom (a) and (c). All we
need now is to show (a). We know the q = 1 case from Theorem5.7
(q = 0 is trivial). The q > n case follows immediatelyfrom 9.4(a) for
q > n. A little checkingverifiesthat the differentialsof 9.4(b) fit the
descriptionof 6.10(b). This computes the E'*X term of the spectral
sequence. Anothersimple check using 9.4(c) shows that the generators
of E are in 1-1 correspondence
withthe a,, a c i1 < i2 < ... < iq < n.
Using 9.2(c) we can solveall of the extensionproblemsto obtainTheorem
D
9.2(a).
Proof of Theorem9.4. The proof is by inductionon q. We know
q = 0, 1 already.We nowprove9.4 forEr** (K(n)*Kq) w K(n))*Kq+1.
Part(a) followsfromthe q versionof Theorem9.2(a) and (d) togetherwith
6.1, 6.6, 6.7, and8.1. Part(c) is 8.1 for 1 + q = 1. To provethe restof (c)
for q + 1 2 2, we use the pairingwhichcomesfrom
o:K(n)*Kq 0K(-n)*K(n)*Kl

-K(n)*Kq+l.

On theE2 levelthis is
o: H* *K(n) *Kq-1

0K(n,)*

We computethis map as follows.

K(n) *K1

H* *K(n) *Kq.
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9.5. For O C il < i2 < *.
< iq < n, q > O, I=
(i2, * . iq), O(al) o a(y1+l) = (-1)q-lOa1, where if q = 1, a4, = [1][0] andil <n-i. -Z
LEMMA

Proof. We use the spectral sequence pairing computation as in
2.3. We also use Hopf ring distributivity and the fact that aj o ao = 0.
We have, for i1 = 0,
0

O(al)

a(l) = (a.*P-l
= ((a,

0

IaI)

o a(l)

a(0)) *P-l I aj

0

a(O))

which, by 9.1, is
= (-l)p(q-l)a1*P-1

Ia

= (-)q-la*P-1

= (-J)q-1Og(a

Ia

)

For the i1 > 0 case a similar direct computation should work.
However, such a proof has eluded us. To carry out our present proof we
use degree arguments which we feel should be unnecessary. The internal
degreeof Oka,is 2(p'1l + pi2 + * + p1q). For the variousI, these are
distinct modulo 2(pn - 1). Furthermore,there are no decomposables
in these bidegrees as the only possibilities are uaj * uaaj, J ? J'. The
internal degree of this is
2(phl

+ ...

+ plq)

+

2(pl'

+ .+

piq'),

p >

2,

which is clearly distinct mod 2(pfl - 1) from any IOa,
Recall I = (i2, i3, ..., iq). We compute
0aI ? a(y1+l)

=

(a*P-1

I a)

-

c1>0

o a(y1+l)

(a,oa1)* *,

*(a,o

ac)Ialo
C-

ac.

Cl+**+ +c=pil+l

For the degree reasons discussed above this must be homologous to a
multiple of 4ap. Therefore, we lose no information by projecting onto
the bar complex for the quotient algebra T1(a,), which is a factor of the
algebra K(n) * Kq (see 9.2(a)) because i1 > 0 and so a, is a generator. In
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our new complex the space of cycles with bidegree (2, 2p (p1, + * + p1q))
has basis {aj*P-s Ia*s*: 0 < s < p}, and these elementsare all homologous. The internaldegreeof a, o a,, can equalthat of a,*s only if ci = pi,
and s = 1, so all terms in our expressionfor 4(al) o a(il+1) projectto

zero except
I(ar o a(yl)) = (-1)P(q-l)(a(y)

(a, o a(yl))*P-l

= (_)q-laI

o a,)*P-l

*P-1 Ia

Ia(y1) o al

= (-

l-a.

The q = 1 case is easy.
LEMMA9.6.
f

=

(j2,

*..,

O

For i < n - 1 - il, 0

iq),

ypi(Oai)

o a(i1+i+l)

C il < i2 <
=

...

(-1)q-lypi(0aI),

decomposables.

< iq

< n,

modulo
El

Proof. Let Vi be the iteratedVerschiebungmap. Then, by 7.1,
Vi(,ypi(Oal)

o a(i1+i+))

=

Vi(,ypi(oar))

= OaI

0

o Via(i?+i+?)

a(1+l1)

= (_J)q-'OaI
= (-)q-lViypi(0a1).

Thus the lemma is true modulothe kernelof Vi on elementsof external
degree 2pi. Since Viypi = 'ypo and all other elements in external degree
2pi are decomposable, the kernel of Vi on degree 2pi is contained in the

decomposables(actuallythey are equal).

L

We are now preparedto provepart (c) of 9.4.
LEMMA9.7.
= (2j, i3-j,

Let O C il

< iq + < n, q + 1 2- 1 with
Then
-j).
ypi1'k(a1-(i1+0))isapermanent
cycle representing a, modulo decomposables in E* K(n) * Kq.
l
. .

< i2 <

...

,iq+1

Proof. This has been done for q + 1 = 1, so we assume q + 1 2 2.
Let J = (i3 - iI - 1, .. ., iq+ - i - 1, recall that aj = [1] - [0]
if J = 0. By induction, ypi,(4aj) is a permanent cycle representing
ay, i3 ... iq+l) modulo decomposables.By Theorem 2.2, dr(x 0 y) =
dr(x) 0 y. So we have
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dr((-)l)qy-

+i))) = dr('yPi1(0ai) o aV(2))

1YPi(0a(i-

by 9.6

= dr(y ij (0aj)) o a( 2)

by 2.2

= 0 ? a(i2)

by induction

= 0
Thus we have a permanent cycle and since the pairing on the spectral
sequence level preserves the Hopf ring structures, we have
(-_1)'

-1

represents, by induction,

'ypi0 4Oa1-(i+ 1)

a , i, . . .,iq+1)

0

aU2)

=

(-_)q

modulo decomposables.

la,,

E

By Lemma 6.10(a) we know that not only are the elements in 9.7
permanent cycles but they survive non-trivially.
We must now prove 9.4(b) forEr * (K(n)*Kq) X K(n)*Kq+i.
We will do this by induction on q. To prove this case we will first assume
q + 1 > 2 and come back to the q + 1 = 2 case later.

LetJ =(i3,

i4,

. . ., iq, n-1),

0 C il < i2 < ***

< iq < n-.

We know by induction that
d2Pi1+l1-1y ij+l(0a,-V1+1))

By 9.6, withK

=

(i2,i3,

..

iq, n -

1),

o a(i2+l) = ()q-Lypil+

lYpij+1 (a,-Yl+0))

r ? 0.

= rUa(yl+l,3+1--iq+1)9

(OaK -(i1+l))

when i2 + 1 < n, which is always true if q + 1 > 2, but not if
q + 1 = 2 which is why q + 1 = 2 is a special case. So, for q + 1 > 2,
d2p'l

+ 1-

lpil+

I (OaK -('I + ))
=

d2Pil+1-((-1)q-lypil+l(4a,-(il+l))

=

(-()q-ld24a+'-'(ypil+l

=

(-1)q-lra(j11+,j3+,

=

(j,+ U2+

o 02+0
a

(a-(il+l)))
-.,iq+l)

o a(02+l)

,...,iq+l)

It remains to prove part (b) for q + 1 = 2. We have

o a(22+l)
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E2 *K(n)

*Kl = s<<

E(ra(i) )

(&)<i<n

r (Oai_1) )

with ypi1 aa(2_il_1) a permanentcycle representinga(y1,i2) for 0 5 il <
i2 < n. We need to showthat
d2Pi1+l-1eyi1+1

(1aa(n-2-it))

= rar(a1+1)

where 0 c i1 < n - 1, r ? 0. First note that if ypi1+1(Oa(n-2-i1))
fails to survive to E , then it must have a differentialof the form
of 6.10(a) on it since 7yPi1(Oa(n-2-i1)) is knownto survive.Such a differential, d2Pi+ -1, sends yPi1+i(O(a(n-2-i1))
to the bidegree of ray1+1),
which is the only nontrivialelement in this bidegree. Therefore,we are
done if we show that 7yPi1+1(Oa(n-2-i1)) does not survive. Assume that
+I(Oa(n- 2-i,)) is a permanentcycle which survivesto x EK(n) * K2.
Ypil

Sincep = 0 in Ko, o multiplicationby [p] = [0] is trivial[25, 1.12(c)(ii)].
Thus [p] o x = 0. By 7.1(c), [p] o x = FV(x). From the spectral sequence
we see that V(x) = ayl,n-1) whichis representedby yPi1((a(n-2-i1)),
so
= (-l)a(0) o a(i1+l)by 9.2(c). This
0 = [p] o x = FV(x) = F(a(l,n-l))

is non-zero because it is representedby -qa(i1) which is known to
be a non-zero permanentcycle. This contradictsour assumptionthat
survives.This concludesthe proof.
EZ
,y,i1+1(Oa(n-2-i1))
For K(n) * K(Z/(pi),

q), j > 1, such problems as just discussed

above are rather commonplace.A similar solution not involvingthe
spectralsequencepairingwill worktheretoo.
10. The Conner-FloydConjecture. Conner and Floyd conclude
their book on differentiableperiodicmaps [6] with a conjecturewhich
would solve many of the questionsthey were interestedin. Since then,
Floyd [8] and Tom Dieck [7] have answered the original questions
leavingthe conjectureunsolved.The purposeof this section is to prove
the Conner-Floydconjecture.
Let MSO* (X) be the orientedbordismof X (denotedQ* (X) in [6]).
The annihilatorideal of x E MSO* (X) is the ideal A (x) C MSO* of
elements y E MSO* such that 0 = yx E MSO* (X). Let BZ/(p) be
the classifyingspace for the groupZ/(p). Recall that p is an odd prime
throughoutthis section. There is a canonicalbordismelement given by
the obvious map S_
BZ/(p) = K(Z/(p), 1). Taking the exterior
productwe have
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-Yn

E MSO * (BZ/(p) X

X BZ/(p))

...

n copies
givenby
SI X *.

X *..

X SI-BZ/(p)

n copies

X BZ/(p).

n copies

Connerand Floyd [6, p. 145] give manifoldsM2(pk-1) which are Milnor
basis elementsof MSO* /(p).
THEOREM
10.1.
an odd prime and

(The Conner-Floyd Conjecture [6, p. 1461). For p

'YnE MSOn(BZ/(p) X ...

X BZ/(p)),

n copies
the annihilator ideal
A (Yn)

=

(p, M2(p-1),

. . . M2(pn-l-1))

c MSO*.

Conner and Floyd proved thatA (n) D (p, M2(p-1), ... M2(Pn-1-1))

[6, p. 1461. This is purely a p-primaryproblembecause BZ/(p) is a
p-local space. By [22], MSO* (X)(p) = MSO*(p)(BP* BP* (X) and,
by construction,the Milnorbasis manifoldsM2(pk-l) projectto generators of BP*. Thus, the Conner-Floydconjectureis equivalentto the
following.
THEOREM10.2.

Let p be an odd prime. For

'YnE BPn (BZI(P)

X *

X BZ/(p)),9

the annihilator ideal
A (yn) = (p, v1 v2 .....,

vn-1) C BP*.

O

To provethis we can go to the n-th Eilenberg-MacLane
space.
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10.3. Let p be an odd prime. For the canonical element
EBPn (K(Z/(p), n)); the annihilator ideal
THEOREM

tn

A(tn)

Proof of 10.2.
BZ/(p)

X ...

= (p, vl,

vn_1)

...,

D

C BP*

Using the obvious map

X BZ/(p)

= K, X ...

X K, ---K,

A K, -

Kn,

n copies

n copies

n copies

A ...

We see that 'Yngoes to tn and thus A (Yn) C A (tn). By Conner and
Floyd we have
(p,

v1,

...Vn,-

1) C

A(QYn)

A ('Yn) C A (tn

by naturality,

)

and
A(tn) C (p. vl

...,

vn-1)

by 10.3,

so 10.2 follows.
Let Tn C BP * be the multiplicative set { 1,
e
localization preserves exactness, v,,1BP*(X)
homology theory (see [10]). Let
p:BP*(X)

vn, Vn2, ... }.

BP*(X)

O
Since
is an

- Vn-JBP*(X)

be the localization map.
THEOREM

10.4.

Let p be an odd prime. The annihilator ideal for

P(tn)EVn-'BPn(K(ZI(p),n)),A(P(n))

= (p, Vl ..***Vn-l)C BP*- *O

Theorem 10.3 follows immediately from 10.4 and Conner and
Floyd's result that (p, v1, .
vn-1) C A('yhn).
Peter Landweber [13] shows that if 0 ? x in vn-1BP*X, then the
annihilator ideal of x is contained in the prime ideal (p, v1, ... ., vn1).
.

.,
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Actually,we do not need to appealto Landweber'sresult since we compute the entirestructureof vn-1BP* K(Z/(p), n).
be definedinductivelyby
Let Mkn-k
-vnlNkn-k
Nk0 - BP*/(p,

and 0 -

Nkn-k-1

THEOREM

-

-

Mkn-k-1

v1,

***,

Vk-1)

0; see [16].

Nkn-k

Let p be an odd prime.

10.5.

0s k

(a) vk-1BP*(K(Z/(p),
n)) = 0,
(b) As a BP* module,

v1fiBP*(K(Z/(p), n))

GP?ii1 Mon(i)

Mon(i) = Mon with vo-lvl-1

=

*

n.

where (vo =p)
vn-11 E Mon(j)

+ p1 + *** + pn-1) and

in degree n + 2(i-1)(1
P(tn)

<

...

V..lvl-l

Vn -1

E Mon(l).

D

Theorem10.4 followsimmediatelyfrom 10.5. We will need the rest
of the sectionto prove10.5.
Proof of Theorem10.5. We only provepart (b). Part (a) is similar
but easier. We wait until the end to identify p(tn). We use Morava's
structuretheoremfor complexcobordismas developedin [11, Section5].
Following [11], there is a sequence of homologytheories, P(n)*(-),
There are exact
with P(n)*
BP*/In, In = (p v1, ..., Vn
sequences
P(k)*(X)Vk

P(k) * (X)
ak

-Vk

\

P(k)*(X)
/

P(k + 1)*(X)

wherethe degreeof ak

iS -2pk

+ 1.

Pk

(10.6)
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LEMMA

10.7.

Let p be an odd prime. For 0 s k s n, as BP*

modules
1P(k) * (K(Z/(p), n))

v,,

P

Mknk(i)

with Vk-1Vk+1
2(i-1)(1

1

-1

Vn

+pl +

e

Mkn-k(i)

Mkn-k

E Mkn-k(i) in degree
+ 2(1 +pl

+pn-1)

+ . . . +pk-l)

Most of 10.5(b) follows from this because P(0) * (-)

D

+n-k.

= BP * (-).

Proof ofLemma 10.7. From[11], vn-lP(n)*(X)isafreeVn-lP(n)*
module and vn - P(n) * (X) is unnaturally isomorphic to K(n) * (X) (0
Fp [vn+I, . .. ]. This plus our computationof K(n) * K(Z/(p), n) in the
previous section proves the lemma for k = n. We now use downward
induction on k. Assume the result for k + 1 S n. Localize the exact
sequence 10.6 to obtain the exact sequence
Vk

V, -'P(k)*(X)

Vn

-P(k)*(X)

(10.8)

Pk

ak\

vn-'P(k + 1)*(X)
We will show that for

X

=

K(Z/(p), n),

Pk

is

0

and all elementsin vn- P(k) * (X) are Vk torsion. If there are elements
which are not

Vk

torsion, then

Vk 1Vnl1P(k)

* (X) =

VnflVk

P(k)*(X)

would be nontrivial. However, by [11],
Vk-lP(k)*(X)

= K(k)* K(k)*(X)

09 Fp[vk+l,

. .

.1,
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and we know that
K(k) * (K(Z/(p), n)) = 0
so vn-1P(k)*(X)
Pk

if n

-

is

Vk

for k < n,

torsion for X = K(Z/(p), n). To show that

0, observethat VnjP(k + 1) * (X) is concentratedin even degrees
k - 1 is even. If Pk(Y) ? 0 for some y then it must be even

degree. By the above, Vkjy = 0 for some j.
Thus there is an element in the kernel of Vk multiplication which
has degree even if n - k - 1 is even. By exactness and the fact that
the boundary homomorphism ak has odd degree, there must be an
element of
VnjP (k +

1)* (X) of odd degree.

This contradicts our computation of

X = K(Z/(p), n).

vn-,P(k + 1)*(X),

If n - k - 1 is odd, do the same argument interchanging "even" and
"odd". Thus 10.8 reduces to a short exact sequence coming from
0

Mn-k

-'Mnk1

Vk m n-k

-

0,

O

see [16], and the result follows easily.

Our only remainingproblemis to identifyP(tn,). It is enough, from
10.7, to show that it is non-zero because we know that (p, vl,
C A (P(in )) from Connerand Floyd.
LEMMA

10.9.

Let X be n
P(k)*X

...,

)

connected. Then

-1

fH*(X, Z/(p))

for degrees less than n + 2(pk -1).
Proof This is a standard argument using the fact that P(k) *
for degrees less than 2(pk - 1).

D

H*
O
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Thus, for 0 c i < k, we have a(i) EP(k)2piK,, just as for K(n) * (-)
in 5.7. Also by 10.9 we have a t, E P(k)1Kl which gives rise to
ti =
? *... o E P(k)1K1.
LEMMA

ak(tn-k-l

10.10.

Let p be an odd prime. In 10.6 we have

o a(o) o a(l) o ..
=

O a(k))

+tn-k

o

a(o)

o ..

O<k<n.

o a(k-l)

D

Proof. The map ak is inducedby a map of spectra

1)

P(k

ak

-

2pk-1

P(k)

The stable mod p cohomologyof P(k + 1) is A/A (Qk+l , Qk+2, *)
by 2.5(b) of [11]. In cohomologywe have ak*(l) = Qkl. Thus in the
rangewe are workingin whereP(k + 1) *X and P(k) *X are reallyjust
the mod p homology,we havethat ak is just the operationdual to Qk on
homology.Thus it behaveslike a differentialwith respectto o product.
Since ak lowers degreesby 2pk - 1, we see that Mk(a(y))= 0, i < k,
and ak(Ll) = 0 SO ak(Ln-k) = 0. A simple check revealsthat ak(a(k)) =
? tI, and our result follows. This check is carried out by using the
Thom map it: P(k)*X

-H*(X;

,ak(a(k))

=

Z/(p)) and seeing that
=

Qk*Ha(k)

(l).

By 10.9, yt is an isomorphismin this degree.

O

We can nowcompletethe proofof 10.5(b)by provingthat P(tn) ? 0.
The element a(0) o a(l) o ... o a(n-1) E P(n)*Kn is non-zero because it
reduces to 0 ? a(0) o ... o a(n-1) E K(n)*Kn. Thus it is non-zero in
the intermediate stage in vn-'P(n)*Kn. By the proof of 10.7 we know
that 0 ? aoa I .*.. a*n-1(a(o) 0 ** o a(n-1)) E vn-'BPnKn. By 10.10,

in BPnKn,
tn = ao ...

an-1(a(o)

Thus whenwe localizewe havep(tn)

??

0

**
a(n-.I)

0.

)

?
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11. The mod pi Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In this section we
assume that p is an odd prime and K* = K(Z/(pi), *), and computeK(n)*K* foralln. For
I = (Y1, i2,

iq,iq),

0 s ik < nI,

we define
a, E K(n) * Kq
by
a, = a(il) o a(Y2)

0. ?

0

a(iq).

Let [r] be the greatest integer function, i.e., [r] is the largest integer
less than or equal to r. Let i be the unique integer such that i =-i mod (n)
and 0 s i < n. Let TkK(n)* (X) = K(n) * [X]I/(Xpk). The purpose of this
section is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 11.1.

For p an odd prime and K* = K(Z/(pj),

*),

j > 0:
(a) As algebras
K(n)*Ko

= K(n)*[ZI(pi)]g

the group ring of Z/(pi) over K(n) *;
K(n)*Kq

={

TrK(n)*(a1),

O< q

<

n,

where the tensor product is over the set
-

{Iln(j

1) < il < i2 < ..

< iq < nj}

with p (I) = mn + ic + 1 where m and ic are defined as follows.
Given Ias above, let I = (11, .*, in-q) with { ik} U {ik} =
fog 1, ... , n - 1}, 1 < i2.,< ... < in-q, Let j - 1 =
m(n

-

q) + c

K(n) * Kn
I

-

1, 0 < c s n

-

q.

O I K(n) * [a,I/(ai*P + (-t)vVnc(I)a1),
(nk, n(j-1)

+ 1, n(j-1)

+ 2, .. ., nj-1),
0

k <j.
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c(I)

=pn(j-1)

K(n) * Kq = K(n)*,

(b) The a, with 0

-

(p

-

+ pn(j-3)

+

...

+

pnk);

q > n.
...

S il < i2 <

0

1)(pn(j-2)

< il

< i2 <

<

iq < n,

...

< iq

< nj,

and
n(j

-

1)

i2

<

are all non-zero and distinct. In K(n) * Kq, q < n, each one is
? the pi-th power of some generator for some i 2 0. Every
non-zero a, can be written in this form.
(c) In K(n) * Kq, the p-th powers of the a, of (b) are computed as
aj*p = 0

if il <

aj*P = a(-ln+l,I2+l-.
a *p

=

(-

if n - 1

iq+l)

)q.la(nlln],n(j-l)+il

1 iq < nj-1;

nC

iq < nj -1;

il

+1,i2+1,...,iq-1+1)

if iq = nj

1.

-

(d) In K(n) * Kq, q < n, we have up to signs, an equality of sets:
{a*PP(I)

1 n(j

-

1) < il

<

i2 <

...

<

= {aj IJ is as in (b) with]1 < n

iq

-

< nj}

1 and lq < nj

-

1}.

(e) The coalgebra structure follows from the Hopf ring properties
and the structure of K(n) * K1 given in Theorem 5.7.
(f) The Verschiebung map for K(n) * Kq is computed on the a, of
(b) as follows:
V(a1) = 0

ifi1 = 0;

V(a1)

=

a(il 1,i2-1,...jiql)

V(aI)

=

(_J)q

if iI ?

i

Ia(n[(ij-I)1n1+1fi-1=
ifi

0;

I=

09il

0.

O
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11.2. In K(n) *K2,

(a) a(j) o a(k) =a(k) o a
(b) a(j) o a(j) = 0,

if i <

(c) a (j) o a (k) =
=

Proof

a(i-n)

0

n and k < n (j- 1),

a(k+n)

if n c i and k < n(j

-

1).

D

Parts(a) and (b) are just 9.1. For part (c), in K(n) *K2
a(j) o a (k) = a(i) o F(a(k+n-1))
=

F(V(a(i)) o a(k+n-1))

= F(a(y-l)

o a(k+n-1))

by 7.1(c)
by 7.1(e)

= F(a(_1l) o V(a(k+n))

by 7. 1(e)

F(a(i l)) o a(k+n)

by 7. 1(c)

=

= a(in)

Remark.

by 5.7(d)

o a(k+n)

by 5.7(d).

0

From11.2 it is clearthat a, = 0 unlessthe ik are distinct

and
q

E lik In] 2- (q-l1)(j

-1).

Partialproof of 11.1. It is immediatefrom 11.2 that everya, can
be writtenin the form of (b) or is equal to zero. By now, part (c) should
be a standard computationusing 5.7, 7.1 and 11.2. Part (d) follows
tediously from part (c). Part (e) follows from Hopf ring properties,
(a) and (c). Part (f) followsfrom 7.1 and 11.2. Part (a) and some of (b)
are all that remain.
O
11.3.
COROLLARY

The Hopf ring K(n)*K*

is the free

K(n) * [Z/(pi)] Hopf ring
on the Hopf algebra K(n) * K1.*

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of 9.3 but uses 11.1 in
0I
place of 9.2.
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To complete our description of K(n) * K * we give the following
result which we need in the proof of 11.1.
PROPOSITION 11.4. Let ae: K(Z/(pi),
q) - K(Z/pi+l, q) and
K(Z/(pj+1),
q)
K(Z/(pi),
q)
be
the
maps induced by the infi:
clusion Z/(pi) 9- Z/(pj+l) and the standard surjection Z/(pj+l)
Z/(p j) respectively. Then for p an odd prime,

el (a(i,i2,*

.iq))

= a(ili,2+n,...,iq+n)

EK(n)*K(Z/(pj+l),

q),

and
* (a(j1 +n,i2+n*.

Remark.

= a(il i2,. . .,iq)

,iq+n))

EK(n) * K(Z/(p j), q).

D

Note that both a * and ,B* preserve the form of 11.1(b).

Proof. The statement about :l * follows from Lemma 5.9 and the
is a ring homomorphism and 3 * therefore
fact that Z/(pij+1) -Z/(pi)
preserves o products.
For a *, the commutative diagram, with obvious maps,
Z/(pj)

0 Z/(pj+i)

0 Z/(pi+l)

Z/(pf+l)

Z/(pj) 0 Z/(Pj)

I

Z/(Pj)

j+-)
Z/(p

gives rise to the following homotopy commutative diagram, where u is
the map inducing o product:

K(Z/(pj), 1) X K(Z/(pi+1),q

I

-

1)

a X1
K(Z/(pi+1), 1) X K(Z/(p J+), q -1)

1{

K(Z/(pJ), 1) X K(Z/(pJ),q -1)
AII

_

_
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From 5.9 we know a *(a(i))
above diagram we have

o a(U2+n ...,

a(j,)

a(l,.i2+n,.,iq+n)

=

i * (a(il)

=

,*

. . .,iq+n))

1*)(a(j1) (0 a(2+n,

= oa*,*(l*

=

iq+n)

a(2+n,

(*0o

= a*

) to the

= a(i1), so applying K(n)*(

0 0*)(a(i)
(

*(a(i,)

* (a(il, i2 9...

(0

.,iq+n))

a(i2+n,...,iq+n))

a(i2-...,iq))
?

9iq))

The proof of 11.1 is by induction. It uses the complete description
of the bar spectral sequence.
11.5. Let p be an odd prime with K* = K(Z/(pi),
j > 0. In the bar spectral sequence
THEOREM

Er* *K(n) * Kq

*),

K(n) * Kq,

we have
(a) E2* K(n) *Kq..

H* *K(n)*Kq_
-

E(or([1]
(

-

E(oraj)

[O]))0( rP(([1] - [o])*Pi-1)
q = 1,

o,s r(Oa(i-l_,2l..,qll
1 <q

c n,

n(j -1) < il < i2 < ... < iq-1 < ni,
-K(n)

*,

n < q;

(b) the differentials are given by
d2Pr-1

prkaJ

=

rIUa(y,+l,2+l.iqj+l)

where
rI

;e

iq = nj-1

?,

j-l1mq+c-1
r=mm

0<c?q
+iC+1
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n(j-

1)il
11

< iq-1

< i2<

=

-

k = ic+k
Jq-c+l

= nI +11

jq-c+k

= ik

-l

4,

<nj-1

1
< k
<

C -1
-

-

1

n

iC +

1 <

(c) modulo decomposables in E

q -c

*,

k < c;

a, is represented by

(-1 )(c-1 )(q-c +1)'Ymn+c Oaj

where [i/n] = mq + c
as in 11.1(b).

-

1,0

c < q, Jis as in (b)andIis

<

?

Proof of 11.1. The differentialsof 11.5(b) fit the descriptionof
6.10(b). This computes the E* * term of the spectral sequence. Part
(c) of 11.5 shows that the a, of 11.1(b) are indeed all non-zero and
distinct. The generatorsof E' are in 1-1 correspondencewith the a, of
11.1(b). The extensionproblemsare all solvedby 11.1(c) which follows
from the Hopf ring structure.Part (a) of 11.1 follows and the proof of
L
11.1 is complete.
Remark 11.6. Let a, be as in 11.1(b) with 0

<

q

<

n. Define

1, ...,n - 1}
U {ik}
I>==(il
.***in-q) asin11.(b)with{i,}
=U{0,
and [i1/n] + [ia/n] = j - 1. Let xo be the k = 0, q = n case of a, in
11.l(a). It is clear that a, o aI = +xo in K(n)* Kn. Furthermore,it is
clearthat I is uniquelydeterminedby this property.
LEMMA11.7.

InK(n)*K*,

Vna ?=+aj

withIandJasin

11.1(b),

if andonlyifaf?=+aFn.

[

Proof.
Xo = +Fn (xo)

=

= +Fn((Vna1)

+Fn (aj

o

aj)

o aj) = ?a,

? Fn(aj).

By the uniquenessof I this concludesthe proof.

L
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This lemma demonstrates the close relationship that exists between
K(n) * Kq and K(n) * Kn_q. Lemma 11.7 shows that the algebra structure of K(n) * Kq is determined by the coalgebra structure of K(n) * Kn-q,
(and vice-versa). This coalgebra structure is determined by 11.1(f). In
the proof of 11.5, we compute the r such that Vra1 is a primitive and
what that primitive is for each L This is all we need for our proofs; and
this allows us to read off the p(I) of 11.1(a). For more detail we state
the following lemma without proof.
Suppose Vrai = +aj, for I and J as in 11.1(b).
Then I and J are related as follows:
LEMMA 11.8.

(a)

(a)

+
r+Jq-t+k-n

-k

(r +jk-t

-

(b)

forl

ckct

fort

+1

ik=

itk+t

k

for t c k c q

-r

q,
-

t

Ik=
Lik+t-q

+ n

-

for q

r

t + 1 c k c q,

-

(c) [ij/n] = [j,/n] + q [r/n] + t
where
t = max {{O} U {s Iq+i-s
= max {{O} U

{sIiS

+ r

2

n}}

< r}}-

This can be used not only to read off the iterated Verschiebung,
but by the duality of 11.7, the iterated Frobenius.
Proof of Theorem 11.5. The proof is by induction on q and j. We
know the result (9.4) for j = 1, all q. We know q = 0 and 1 which
begins our induction. We assume 11.5 for everything less than q and j.
We now compute the spectral sequence
Er*

K(n)*Kqi

w K(n)*Kq

Part (a) follows from the q - 1 version of 11.1 together with 6.1, 6.6,
6.7 and 8.1.
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We proceed to the proof of part (c). The a of 11.4 induces
q

a *: H* *K(n) * K(Z/(pi-l),

-

1)-H*

*K(n) * K(Z/(pi), q -1).

For I and J as in part (c), il < n (j - 1), we can use induction to see that
ayl ,.i2-n . . .,iq-n) has been identified in H* *K(n) * K(Z/(pi-'), q - 1)
, 2-n . .I. ,q_-In) . Applying a * we see
as (- 1)(c-l)(q-c+l)ypmn+ica(j1
that part (c) follows if i1 < n (j - 1). Furthermore, these elements are
also permanent cycles by naturality. To make the identification for
il 2 n(j - 1) we will apply the iterated Verschiebung just as in the
q = 2 case of 9.4. This technique works for all il > 0. Actually the
technique of 9.4 could be used to make the identifications once q > j.
The differentials can be computed as in 9.4 once q > j + 1. This exn (j - 1),
plains the problem with q = 2 in 9.4. To prove part (c) for il
we just apply Vmn+'c to a1. Using 1.l(f) we see that this is
-

(-

c+ 1)a(0) o
a(jil+l+n(j-l),j2+1

.iq-+l)

10aj.
which has already been shown to be represented by (-1)(c-1)(q-c+
Thus, since the
This is equal to Vmm+nc of (-1)(cl)(ac+l)ypmn+ykaj.
iterated Verschiebungs are identified, part (c) holds modulo decomposables. The only elements in that filtration killed by V are the decomposables. We must now show that all of these elements are infinite
cycles. They must survive because the a, which they would represent
reduce non-trivially to K(n) * K(Z/(pi-1), q) by 11.4 and 11.1 forj - 1.
To compute the differentials of part (b) we must first show that
'yprckaj cannot survive. The argument is the same as for q = 2 in 9.4.
The map
pi: Kq

Kq

is null homotopic. If 'yprkaj survived to represent an element z, then
pJ*z would be zero. Well, pi*z = pJ-1*(V(z))*P. From the spectral
and
sequence we see that V(z) is represented by an a, with iq = nj-1
il

n(j -

1). Then
p-i*Z

=

p,J-1 *(a,)

=

p.i

*P

*(_1)q

= (-1)q-la(oi,+,,

1a(n(J-1),+1-

..iq_,+l)

-.iq.i+l)
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recalling thatp*

= [p] o= F(V-).

This last element is known to be

non-zerobecause we have previouslyverifiedthat it is representedby a
permanentcycle in the spectralsequence.One can now check that 6.10
appliesto our situation. This will determiner and the target for degree
reasons.
LI
The precedingproof is a bit sketchybecausethe readeris assumed
to have a good grasp of this type of computationby this stage of the
paper.
12. The integral Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In this section we
will compute the Hopf algebra structure of K(n) * K(Z, q) for p odd
and all q. We also describe K(n) * K(Z, q) as a formal group of dimension('i)iforq
? 2.
We recall definition 6.4 of the algebra
S(xo, xl, . ..)

= Fp[xo, xl, . ..]I(xoP, xP - xo,

** , xiP-

xi-l,,***

In practice we can abbreviate this to S(x0) without ambiguity.
We define
bj E K(n) * K(Z, q + 1)

for J = U, j2,
as the image

**jq)

with j,

2-0, 0'

<

<2

<i

n,

6 *aI = bj

where 6: K(Z/(p i), q) - K(Z, q + 1) is the standard map, j > [j1 /n],
and il = il, ik = n(j - 1) + Ik, k > 1. The elements bj are well
defined by 11.4.
THEOREM

12.1.

Let p be an odd prime.

(a) As algebras,
K(n) *K(Z, q + 1)
K(n) * [Z], the group ring of Z
over K(n) * = Fp,

q = -1;
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E(ej), the exterior algebra on a
one dimensional element,

q = 0;

j S(bj),
O@

if O < q < n;

? < il <;j2 < . .. < jq

0jFp[bjI/(bj*P

ji = nk, k
K(n)*

-

< n- 1
if q = n;

(-1)q-lbj),

O,im = m - 1, m > 1,
ifqq>n.

=Fp,

(b) Given i > 0 and bj with 0 < il < ...
some b, such that b, *P' = ?bj.

(c) bi *P =
=

< jq < n

-1

there is

jq <n-1

if il

c

1

ji , Iq < n-1

b(jl-n+l,j2+1,...,jq+l)

if n
=

(-1)q-lb

-

'

(n[jl/n],jl+l,j2+1.I

q-1+l)

if Iq = n

-

1.

(d) The coalgebra structure follows from the coalgebra structure of
K(n) * K(Z/(pi), q) and the fact that each bj is in the image of
6 * for some j.
(e) V(bi) = 0
=
=

b(jl-.I

if j = 0;
ifji ? 0;

*jq-l)

(-1)q-lb(n[(jl-l)/l]+j2-

l,j3-l,...,jq-l,n-1)

ifjil=0,ji>
COROLLARY

12.2.

0.

For q > 0,

lim K(n) * K(Z/(p i), q) = K(n) * K(Z, q + 1),
.J

where the limit is made with a * of 11.4.

LI

LI
Proof. This is immediate from 12.1 and the definition of bj.
The proof is really very simple. We will show that the direct limit
over j of the bar spectral sequences
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Er

K(n)*K(Z/(pf),

q -1)

K(n) * K(Z/(p i), q)

>

gives the bar spectral sequence
E*, *K(n)*K(Z,

q)

K(n)*K(Z, q + 1)

for q > 1.
THEOREM
12.3. Let p be an odd prime with K*
the bar spectral sequence

Er* K(n) * Kq

>

=

K(Z,

*).

In

K(n) * Kq+,

we have
(a) H* *K(n) * Kq

E2* K(n) * Kq

E* K(n) * Kq

= j r(Obj)
0 'jl

1 <
...

< j2<

< n -1,

<jq-1

= K(n) *,

n < q;

(b) modulo decomposables in E'*,
is represented by
(_

q < n,

b1, I = (i1, ...,

iq) q > 1,

mn+icObj

l)(c-1)(q-c+1),P

where
[illn] = mq + c -1,
O C il

<

0< c

i2 <

...

<

iq

c

q,

ii 2- O,

< n,

and
Jk = ic+k

jq-c+k

=

ik -

ic
ic

L,

+ n- 1

0 <

k < q- c

0 < k < c.

El

Proof of 12.1. Part (c) follows from 11.1(c) and the definition of
bj. Part (d) is automatic from part (a) and (b). Part (b) follows from
(c). Part (e) follows from the definition of the bj and 11.1(f). All that
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S1. Since
S
remains is part (a). The case K(Z, 0) is trivial as is K(Z, 1)
=
sebar
spectral
the
CPX, this is 5.6. By Theorem 12.3(a)
K(Z, 2)
quence collapses. Part (b) of 12.3 identifies all of the appropriate bj and
then part (c) of 12.1 allows us to solve all extension problems to get the
D
desired result.
Proof of 12.3. We begin our induction by knowing K(n) * K(Z, 2)
by 5.6 since K(Z, 2) = CP'. We also know 6 *: K(n) * K(Z/(pi), 1) K(n)*K(Z, 2) by 5.7. Assume we know K(n)*K(Z, q) from 12.1 for
q 2 2. Part (a) follows from 12.1(a) and 6.8, for 1 < q < n, and 6.7
for q = n + 1. It is trivial for q > n + 1. The spectral sequence collapses because it is an even degree spectral sequence. Part (b) follows by
induction, assuming K(n) * K(Z, q) from 12.1; naturality of the spectral
sequence, using the map

a:K(Z/(pi),

q

1)

-

-

K(Z, q);
D

part (c) of 11.5; and the definition of bj.
We now describe K(n)*K(Z,
trivial.

Let p be an odd prime and Kq = K(Z, q). For

12.4.

THEOREM

q) for q > 2. The q = 2 case is

q > 2:
(a) K(n) *Kq = Fp [[xs ]] where
S

(si, s2,

...,Sq-2)

With 0 < Sl

< S2 <

< sq-2

...

< n

and
dim xs = 2(1 +

pSi

+

pS2

+

...

psq2).

and the topology (Section 7) is the m-adic one, m being the
maximal ideal.
(b) The coalgebra structure of K(n) * Kq is determined by
V(XS)

1

< k

c

=

(-J)qXTpa

q-3

where a = s-

and tq-2 = n-sl.

1,

tk =

Sk+1

-Sl

D
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Proof. The proof follows in a straightforwardmanner from 12.1
and 12.3 by duality.
O
13. Exact sequences, K(n)+,

and the Johnson question.

In this

sectionwe will sketchsome relatedresults.
COROLLARY 13.1. Let p be an odd prime, then we have the following short exact sequences in the category of Hopf algebras over K(n) *

K(n) * -

K(n) *

a-

K(n) * K(Z/(pi),

q) --K(n)

K(n)*K(Z/(pi),

q)

-'-K(n)

*

K(ZK(p), q)

p~
- ~K(n)*K(Z,

q + 1)

-

* K(Z/(pi+i),

q)

K(n)
*

(n) * K(Z, q + 1)

--K(n)*

LI

Proof. This followsfromour descriptionof these Hopfalgebrasand
LI
maps givenin 11.1, 11.4 and 12.1.
Since K(n)*X
homK(n)*(K(n)*X, K(n)*) we can compute
K(n) * Kq directly from 11.1 and 12.1 by duality. For Kq = K(Z/(p i), q),
O< q < n, K(n) * Kq is just a tensor productof truncatedpolynomial

algebraswhose height can be determinedfrom the computationof the
iterated Verschiebungin the proof of 11.5. The entire Hopf algebra
structurefollowsby dualizing11.1.
David C. Johnsonhas asked the followingexciting question. Is it
possible that given any space X, then v,kx ;? 0 for all k and all
o ?6 xn E BPnX. Rephrased the question becomes: Is BP*X vt 'BP *X injectivefor degreesless than or equal to n.
This is a very strong statement about the unstable BP* module
structureof spaces, and if true would be of great interest. The main
evidencefor this conjectureis the followingresult.
THEOREM
13.3. For p an odd prime, if 0 ?6 xn E BP,,X reduces
nontrivially to Hn (X; ir),for 7r = Z or Z/(p i) somej > 0, then vnkxn ? 0
fork > 0.
O
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The proof is straightforward once the next result is known.
THEOREM 13.4.
Letp be an odd prime. Let tn E BPnK(Z/(pi),
be the fundamental class. Then vnkpij-ltn ? Ofor all k 2 0.

Sketch of Proof. We can compute Vn-JBP*K(Z/(pi),
same fashion as 10.5. The injection

n)
D

n) in the

of j- 1

K(n) * K(Z/(p), n)

K(n)*K(Z/(pi),

n)

forces an injection on all of the group associated with the computation
of vn- BP * (-) of these Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In particular
U*j-1: vJ-lBP*K(Z/(p),

n) - v -lBP*K(Z/(pi),

n)

is an injection and
(tn ) =

U*il

UNIVERSITY

pj1tn

.
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